Selected comments from student
2017
PH4403
Easily the most approachable professor I have been taught by in my 4 years in NTU
he was very patient with all our questions and as i mentioned above, he was very approachable. be it during or after
class, we can always look for him if we have any questions.
Nice and helpful
Willing to receive feedback and very approachable to give help to students.
Engages the students very actively, adding on whiteboard explanations to the ppt slides.
flexible and willing to listen
clear when teaching
emphasis on conceptual learning
Very friendly and approachable, a lot of examples on the white board to help in explanation.
Versatile, efficient, encourages development of intuition
extremely willing to help students and always clarifying concepts thoroughly
Very patient in teaching and giving extra examples to reinforce a concept
One of the few professor where I did not feel any qualms about approaching
he was very approachable. easily the most approachable professor I have met in my 4 years in NTU.
Goes into the fine details when explaining the problems in the tutorial - very comprehensive and exact
He was very approachable and one of the few professors who understood the position of students and the difficulties of
being one. Keep it up!
emphasis on conceptual learning
flexible and willing to listen
Full explanations and recap of content covered during lectures are very useful.
very detailed in explaining what the question demands for and the methods to approach
he was very patient with all our questions and as i mentioned above, he was very approachable. be it during or after
class, we can always look for him if we have any questions.
PH4404
He is very enthusiastic
Enthusiasm and very approachable
passionate and helpful. he also understands that some of us only take this mod for the grade and not out of intrest. he is
also very approachable for any help we need.
Very enthusiastic and friendly.
He interact with the students and also shown great enthusiasm in engaging us to learn
He'll go about another way to explain certain terminologies if we don't understand
During breaks and before lessons he will approach us to chat with us and understand more on our needs regarding the
module as well as our idea on future prospect
Really interactive, despite students' response. Displayed enthusiasm throughout the teaching.
Keep up the good work and hope he doesn't lose his enthusiasm because of the lack of response from students.
2018
PH4403
Open to a lot of questions and understanding.
Knowledgeable and speaks clearly
Prof Renshaw has been a very friendly and approachable lecturer. His strength is in simplifying the concepts and
presenting them in an intuitive manner. He also makes an effort to interact with students and get their feedback, which I
appreciate a lot.
Nice Friendly Kind
Explains concepts very well.
Loved the uploading of whiteboard notes. Makes it easy to follow even if i miss a few classes. Really fantastic lecturer. A
pleasure to be in his course again.
Makes the concepts taught easier to grasp.
He explained rather clearly, and takes feedback from students seriously.
PH4601 Lecture
Like to interact with students. Friendly and approachable
2019
PH4403
commented in tutorial part of evaluation
Prof is extremely helpful and patient to teach all of us :-)
Explain clearly for basic concept which very useful for further in depth materials
Friendly and approachable
PH1106 Lecture
He explained everything in a short and simple way,makes it easy to understand
Gave a very intuitive understanding of each concept but also challenged us to think critically and visualize it. Each topic
was delved into quite rigorously mathematically hence our visualization of the topic was good.
Despite being his first time teaching, he managed to convey the concepts in an easy to understand way.
content clear and concise, good overview and summary
Keep up the good work!
Though i have only seen Prof Renshaw digitally due to the Covid outbreak, i appreciate the effort he puts in when
teaching us the key concepts in PH1106. He also took the time off to give additional summary lectures to help students
understand better. Moreover, Prof Renshaw engages his students by asking for feedback in his lesson via email and was
extremely prompt in replying his students. He also puts in the extra mile to gather feedback for the online midterm exam
which i find heartening. Overall, it was a pleasure knowing him despite not seeing him in person. I hope that he can carry
this positive energy of his to the next batch of students!
SM2PH1106 Lecture
Good PPT organize.
Very good explanation.
Responsibility
respect and be concerned about students;
logical and organize words
clearly lay emphasis on the things that are important. one of the few professors that record new lecture videos.
He always makes him understood. He repeats the important concepts, which make me have time to think and
understand.
He provided us really a lot of materials to refer to even if the lecture was influenced by COVID-19.
His worksheets were clear enough to understand easily.
ppt is interesting
The lecturer explains concepts clearly and concisely.

2020
PH1011
Dedicated
Well-versed in the subject.
Answers questions given by students clearly.
Have hybrid mode tutorial. Able to explain the knowledge clearly
PH4403
Provides real practical reasons for importance of the course.
Always provides diagrams and drawings and takes pictures of them after lesson to upload for students.
Always open for 'negotiation' i.e. acceptable of any situations if explained in advance. Encourages students to look for
him especially after going through hard concepts.
Always start the lesson with a review or summary of what was previously covered and sometimes what will be covered
for the day highlighting what are the important parts.
Encourages alot of self reading when it comes to formulas or some concepts, mostly detailed when teaching the
structures.
Always excited to teach.
Brief and concise.
Already tells us what is important for tests and exams and tells us how he will frame the papers and the difficulty.
The diagrams and examples are helpful in trying to picture and understand certain concept or structures.
Gives clear explanations and always stresses on what is important, what are the diagrams we MUST know how to
interpret or draw out.
Above average teaching of concepts
Professor is enthusiastic with alot of jokes to try to liven up the class. Very sincere in trying to help the students manage
the coursework.
Summarize main points of important concepts for delivering over lecture
PH1106 Lecture
Prof Renshaw is always eager to hear our opinions in the course and the Physics that he's teaching.
Prof Renshaw gives very clear diagrams and notes to explain the topics.
Prof Renshaw is very approachable as he's always open to questions during or after class.
Prof Renshaw never rushes through his courses, as he emphasizes the need for all students to understand the topics
taught.
Provided a number of resources and notes for students to learn concepts
Prof Renshaw loves to give some slightly more challenging tutorial and homework questions.
Prof Renshaw gives very timely advice on the topics that are being tested.
Prof Renshaw gives very detailed explanations as to which topics are more important.
Prof Renshaw is no stranger to posing challenging questions to student to try and crack their brains.
It is apparent that Prof Renshaw loves what he's teaching due to deep appreciation for the topics he teach.
Not only is Prof Renshaw very knowledgeable of the field that he’s teaching, he always succeeds in finding just the right
pace for everyone such that we all understand what he’s teaching us. For all those reasons, I truly loved the course that
he taught us.
explained concepts succinctly
Quick response
Able to teach well in a hybrid format during the ongoing national safe distancing period
Explain lecture super clear. Best Lecturer.
Very passionate and is very fair towards students
Prof Renshaw was a good lecturer that taught concisely and attended to any questions asked by students during the
lecture. Keep up the good work Prof Renshaw!
2021
PH4403
Great sharing
Good effort
Good personality and teaching
Enthu, good flow of teaching, approachable
Prof Wang is extremely engaging and knowledgeable. I can easily comprehend the technical terms and concepts
through his teaching techniques. I can see that he is very passionate about teaching which is evident from his jovial
slides in every lecture/tutorials. This is extremely rare in SPMS.
he is perfect :)
PH6403
Prof. Renshaw is an excellent teacher who teaches some of the more difficult aspects of physics. Renshaw made
obscure knowledge understandable to students step by step according to logic, and his high level of teaching made this
teacher becomes the most recognized teacher among our students for a long time! He usually organizes logic and
knowledge for the students and gives them time and opportunity to summarize and ask questions.
The professor’ teaching ability is very good, and he is very enthusiastic in answering our questions.
He got a deep understanding of the class, and explained all the concepts clearly.
Prof. Wang Xiao is very approachable. He answered a lot of questions and give many advices to us.
The best don’t need to change
PH6701
The professor’s teaching ability is very good, and he is very enthusiastic in answering our questions.
The lab concepts and principles are popular and intriguing for me.
PH1106
Interested and motivated educator, always willing to share his passion for the field
Superb prof. friendly and explained the concepts clearly to every students.
By explaining abit of the history behind the theory, he makes lessons interesting by showing the interesting experiments
before delving into the actual theory to catch attention. He also explains in very simple way that links the concepts and
diagrams to the equations.
Clear in teaching lecture content
Style of teaching is very straightforward to grasp the abstract concepts easily.
EE2003
Good at explaining in class.
Helps student out if needed and is structured
This prof did everything he could to make our learning easier.
Very proactive
The tutor is very willing to take his free time to answer my course related questions through whatsapp outside office
hours, even during weekends and public holidays.

